Responsible Innovation
A journey to be better
®

FSC C140699

Responsible innovation means creating a transparent, eco-centric strategy around all the aspects of
corporate business, manufacture and final products. These values are strongly embedded in Filpucci DNA and
they constitute the guide lines adopted by the company in her journey towards a more responsible approach
to smart design and manufacture.
Filpucci has already taken many steps on this path, signing a ‘Values Chart’ in conjunction with “Consorzio
Promozione Filati” to guarantee sustainable production chains that are fully traceable with certified materials
and measured environmental performances, such as reducing CO2, water use and power consumption. Its
dyeing facilities are OCS accredited. In addition, Filpucci proudly is Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS)
certified; alongside it can boast recycling 70% of water used. The participation in the Detox Campaign over
the past three years continues to move closer to its vision of being a responsible and transparent business.
New in of this season: Filpucci increased its preciousness by incorporating an important social value as
demonstrated by the certification Sustainable Mohair South Africa. The mohair industry is of paramount
importance to the South African economy as it can provide many opportunities for employment and it is an
important element for economic growth and social development of local communities. For these reasons the
organization Mohair South Africa insists on the need to maintain the sustainability of the mohair sector in
South Africa. Mohair farmers in South Africa are encouraged to register for a conformity assessment, which
allows MSA sustainability managers access to farms where angora goats are reared for mohair production.
Moreover Filpucci has obtained since many years the Global Recycled Standard (GRS) certification, promoted
by Textile Exchange, one of the most important no-profit organization that promotes international responsible
and sustainable development in the textile industry.
GRS provides evidence for and criteria to cover the following areas:
•
composition of the product and content of recycled materials;
•
maintaining traceability throughout the entire production process;
•
restrictions on the use of chemical;
•
compliance with relevant environmental criteria as water supply and discharge as well as energy
recovery; respect of social criteria relating to workers’ rights.
An additional ingredient of value that is added to the FSC certified ENKA viscose and the RWS certified
wool. FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to promote the responsible management of the world’s forests. The Responsible Wool Standard
(RWS) by Textile Exchange is an independent and voluntary standard that ensures that sheep are treated with
respect, it also guarantees the implementation of the best practices in terms of management and protection
of the land.
Filpucci avails itself of ‘Balance of Sustainability’ a report that each year measures and accounts for issues
relating to the business impact of such innovating strategy.
Filpucci, an innovation-driven company always in quest of revolutionary fibers, proposes in its sustainable
selection of yarns TENCEL™ Luxe. TENCEL™ Luxe eco-botanic lyocell filaments are made from wood pulp,
which is sourced from sustainable wood in line with Lenzing’s strict Wood and Pulp Policy. They are produced
using Lenzing’s pioneering closed-loop lyocell production process, which has received the “European Award
for the Environment” from the European Union. This process ensures minimal environmental impact due to
low process water and energy use and raw materials consumption.
Last but not least, the Higg Index membership, developed by Sustainable Apparel Coalition, is a constantly
evolving tool that enables brands, retailers, and facilities to accurately measure and score a company or
product’s sustainability performance. The Higg Index delivers a holistic overview that empowers businesses
to make meaningful improvements that protect the well-being of factory workers, local communities, and the
environment.
A successful example of Filpucci’s commitment toward responsible innovation is Re.VerSo™, a new circular
economy brand of manufacturing system for wool, cashmere and baby camel. It has been developed by
qualified Italian partners and it represents a really advanced, integrated, fully transparent and traceable supply

chain. Re.VerSo™ gathers, selects and processes exclusive pre-consumer offcuts and trimmings recovered
from already dyed wool, cashmere and baby camel materials.
Re.VerSo™ raw materials are Global Recycled Standard (GRS) certified, with a confirmed LCA (Life Cycle
Assessment) study performed by Prima Q on Re.Verso wool and cashmere products. Compared with a similar
but “conventional” product, the following savings have been confirmed:

In Filpucci SS21 Collection there are 38 sustainable and certified yarns, a various assortment with a well balanced
selection of new seasonal developments and carry-overs:

ARABIS
Nm 4200
100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton
Gauge: 5

Organic
(GOTS 2017-069)

The look: historical flat ribbon in mercerised cotton for a fresh and natural-chic look.
The Story behind the fibre:
GOTS Cotton - The Global Organic Textile Standard GOTS is the most important standard for sustainable production
of garments and natural fibre textile products from organic farming such as organic cotton or organic wool. GOTS
certification applies to textile products, the textile chemicals used, and all manufacturing activities. GOTS criteria measures
environmental, technical quality, toxicity and social impacts. GOTS is backed by independent certification for the entire
supply chain.
Certifications:
Cotton: GOTS Global Organic Textile Standard
(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

BABOL
Nm 28000
86% FSC certified Enka Viscose, 14% Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 14

®

FSC C140699

The look: basic and versatile stretch viscose available in shiny and mat version, fluid and flexible.
The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex manufacturing
process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or beams at the end of
the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization established
to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being managed in a
way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and workers, all while
ensuring it sustains economically viability.
Shipment ex-mill in two weeks of order placed with surcharge of 30% on base price list. This is offered
being dependant on the availability of Raw White material. For full details please contact our Export Department.

BACO									
Nm 1800
100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton
Gauge: 3

Organic
(GOTS 2017-069)

The look: Fancy yarn with an irregular surface inspired by the tangled patterns of plant life and by the silhouettes of
lepidoptera. In pure organic cotton, natural, fresh and sustainable.
The Story behind the fibre:
GOTS Cotton - The Global Organic Textile Standard GOTS is the most important standard for sustainable production
of garments and natural fibre textile products from organic farming such as organic cotton or organic wool. GOTS
certification applies to textile products, the textile chemicals used, and all manufacturing activities. GOTS criteria measures
environmental, technical quality, toxicity and social impacts. GOTS is backed by independent certification for the entire
supply chain.
Certifications:
Cotton: GOTS Global Organic Textile Standard
(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

BIONYCO -BIONYCO XL
Nm 5000 -2500
70% GOTS Certified Organic Makò Cotton, 30% Recycled Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 5, 3

Made with 70% Organic Cotton
(GOTS 2017-069)

The look: a voluminous, delicate, rounded and soft sculptural combination of cotton and smooth high-tech polyamide. This
soft to the feel fibre creates a swollen effect by enveloping the stretch material. The result is a high-tech, fluffy and smooth
yarn that is super light and extremely modern, ideal for plains and patterned effect knits.
The Story behind the fibre:
GOTS Cotton - The Global Organic Textile Standard GOTS is the most important standard for sustainable production
of garments and natural fibre textile products from organic farming such as organic cotton or organic wool. GOTS
certification applies to textile products, the textile chemicals used, and all manufacturing activities. GOTS criteria measures
environmental, technical quality, toxicity and social impacts. GOTS is backed by independent certification for the entire
supply chain.
Q-NOVA®by Fulgar is an environmentally sustainable nylon 6.6 fibre obtained exclusively from regenerated raw materials
coming from Fulgar facilities scraps that meet traceability requirements. The discarded materials are recast using a
mechanical regeneration process, they are afterwards transformed and combined into new yarn qualities.
Certifications:
Cotton: GOTS Global Organic Textile Standard
(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

BONTON									
Nm 22000
87% GOTS Certified Organic Linen, 10% Polyamide fibre, 3% Elastan
Gauge: 14

Made with 87% Organic Linen
(GOTS 2017-069)

The look: a new stretch linen that confers softness to the resistant linen feel, combining a modern functionality and a
dynamic performance. It achieves a new and valuable result in terms of ductility and smoothness.
The Story behind the fibre:
GOTS Linen - The Global Organic Textile Standard GOTS is the most important standard for sustainable production
of garments and natural fibre textile products from organic farming such as organic cotton or organic wool. GOTS
certification applies to textile products, the textile chemicals used, and all manufacturing activities. GOTS criteria measures
environmental, technical quality, toxicity and social impacts. GOTS is backed by independent certification for the entire
supply chain.
Certifications:
Linen: GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard)
(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

ECO-TECH
Nm 28000
100% Recycled Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 14/18

Made with 60% Recycled Polyamide
(GRS 2017-031)

The look: Technical and smooth yarn, in 100% Q-NOVA by Fulgar, comfortable, flexible, contains 60% of recycled nylon
for a technical and sustainable look.
The Story behind the fibre:
GRS Polyamide fibre Q-NOVA® - Q-NOVA® is an environmentally sustainable nylon 6.6 fibre obtained exclusively
from regenerated raw materials coming from Fulgar facilities scraps that meet traceability requirements. The discarded
materials are recast using a mechanical regeneration process, they are afterwards transformed and combined into new
yarn qualities.
Certifications:
Global Recycled Standard (GRS) is promoted by Textile Exchange, one of the most important no-profit organization that
promotes international responsible and sustainable development in the textile industry.
GRS provides evidence for and criteria to cover the following areas:
•
•
•
•
		

composition of the product and content of recycled materials;
maintaining traceability throughout the entire production process;
restrictions on the use of chemical;
compliance with relevant environmental criteria as water supply and discharge as well as energy recovery;
respect of social criteria relating to workers’ rights.

(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

ESSENZA
Nm 44000
76% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 24% Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 16/18

®

FSC C140699

The look: extra-thin viscose characterised by a delicate and precious shining effect.
The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex manufacturing
process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or beams at the end of
the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization established
to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being managed in a
way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and workers, all while
ensuring it sustains economically viability.
Shipment ex-mill in two weeks of order placed with surcharge of 30% on base price list. This is offered
being dependant on the availability of Raw White material. For full details please contact our Export Department.

GOMMA
Nm 8000
83% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 17% Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 7

®

FSC C140699

The look: Compact, materic and comfortable viscose with water resistant effect.
The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex manufacturing
process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or beams at the end of
the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization established
to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being managed in a
way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and workers, all while
ensuring it sustains economically viability.

HAIKU
Nm 4800
100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton
Gauge: 7

Organic
(GOTS 2017-069)

The look: spiralled pure organic semi-mat cotton with a natural and fresh touch.
The Story behind the fibre:
GOTS Cotton - il Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) è globalmente riconosciuto come lo standard più importante per
la produzione sostenibile di indumenti e prodotti tessili realizzati con fibre naturali provenienti da coltivazione biologica,
come il cotone biologico o la lana biologica. Con GOTS è possibile certificare: prodotti tessili, prodotti chimici comunemente
impiegati nell’industria tessile e attività manifatturiere. I parametri GOTS includono la qualità tecnica ed ambientale, così
come la tossicità e la tutela sociale, le quali sono garantite per tutta la filiera dalla certificazione stessa.
Certifications:
Cotton: GOTS Global Organic Textile Standard
(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

HYPER
Nm 24000
67% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 33% Polyester fibre
Gauge: 14

®

FSC C140699

The look: Innovative viscose stretch yarn with high resilience and elasticity. Sorona® polyester fibre, with 37% of biobased material, gives the garment a materic texture, a delicately irregular and sightly grainy surface.
The Story behind the fibre:
Polyester fibre Sorona® - Sorona® is an innovative polyester fiber composed by bio-politrimethylenterephtalate (PPT),
derived from glucose fermentation and corn seeds processing.37% of the polymer is made using annually renewable
plant-based ingredients. The revolutionary Bio-PDO compound turns a formerly chemical process into an eco-efficient
biological one.
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or beams
at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

INDACO
Nm 1700
60% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton, 25% GOTS Certified Organic Linen,
15% Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 3

Made with 60% Organic Cotton;
Made with 25% Organic Linen
(GOTS 2017-069)

The look: a blend of organic cotton and linen, a voluminous and light fantasy yarn with hand-crafted look inspired by raw
and folk suggestions, for chuncky and irregular knit-wear.
The Story behind the fibre:
GOTS Cotton and Linen - The Global Organic Textile Standard GOTS is the most important standard for sustainable
production of garments and natural fibre textile products from organic farming such as organic cotton or organic wool.
GOTS certification applies to textile products, the textile chemicals used, and all manufacturing activities. GOTS criteria
measures environmental, technical quality, toxicity and social impacts. GOTS is backed by independent certification for the
entire supply chain.
Certifications:
Cotton: (Global Organic Textile Standard)
Linen: (Global Organic Textile Standard)
(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

LINUM
Nm 1300
63% GRS Certified Recycled Linen, 37% Organic Cotton
Gauge: 3

Made with 63% Recycled Linen
(GRS 2017-031)

The look: a very original linen yarn, inspired by the craftsmanship world, a fancy structure designed to enhance the
natural features of the raw linen fiber. A 100% sustainable quality, a hand-made, raw and natural look.
The Story behind the fibre:
GRS Linen - Global Recycled Standard (GRS) is promoted by Textile Exchange, one of the most important no-profit
organization that promotes international responsible and sustainable development in the textile industry.
GRS provides evidence for and criteria to cover the following areas:
•
•
•
•
		

composition of the product and content of recycled materials;
maintaining traceability throughout the entire production process;
restrictions on the use of chemical;
compliance with relevant environmental criteria as water supply and discharge as well as energy recovery;
respect of social criteria relating to workers’ rights.

Certifications:
Linen: GRS (Global Recycled Standard)
(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

LUMEN
Nm 40000
100% TencelTM Luxe
Gauge: 18
The look: elegant and innovative yarn with a precious and delicately silky shining, inspired by the biology of wild plant
and animal life. The smooth surface gives the garment a beautifully pleasant silk effect, for hyper sensual, liquid and
wet-look silhouettes.
The Story behind the fibre:
TencelTM Luxe by Lenzing: TENCEL™ Luxe eco-botanic lyocell filaments are made from wood pulp, which is sourced
from sustainable wood in line with Lenzing’s strict Wood and Pulp Policy. They are produced using Lenzing’s pioneering
closed-loop lyocell production process, which has received the “European Award for the Environment” from the European
Union. This process ensures minimal environmental impact due to low process water and energy use and raw materials
consumption.

METEORA
Nm 34000
63% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 20% Polyamide fibre, 17% Polyester fibre
Gauge: 16/18

®

FSC C140699

The look: fancy yarn inspired by traditional dyeing techniques and by delavé fabrics. The lurex fibre gives a glam touch
to a casual and sporty look.
The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

NUBE
Nm 42000
76% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 24% Polyester fibre
Gauge: 16/18

®

FSC C140699

The look: modern and versatile FSC certified viscose, it is presented with a shimmering palette inspired by the hypnotic
shades of wild flora and fauna.
The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

PACIFIC
Nm 2/68000
86% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton, 14% Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 14/16

Made with 86% Organic Cotton
(GOTS 2017-069)

The look: basic stretch cotton, flexible and ultra-thin, spun with Core-Spun technology, which ensures reactivity and
comfort, suitable for comfortable and second-skin silhouettes.
The Story behind the fibre:
GOTS Cotton - il Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) è globalmente riconosciuto come lo standard più importante per
la produzione sostenibile di indumenti e prodotti tessili realizzati con fibre naturali provenienti da coltivazione biologica,
come il cotone biologico o la lana biologica. Con GOTS è possibile certificare: prodotti tessili, prodotti chimici comunemente
impiegati nell’industria tessile e attività manifatturiere. I parametri GOTS includono la qualità tecnica ed ambientale, così
come la tossicità e la tutela sociale, le quali sono garantite per tutta la filiera dalla certificazione stessa.
Certifications:
Cotton: GOTS Global Organic Textile Standard
(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

PLANET
Nm 23000
87% GOTS Certified Organic Linen, 13% Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 14

Made with 87% Organic Linen
(GOTS 2017-069)

The look: based on a classic best seller yarn, Planet has not only been restyled but also enriched by the use of organic
linen. It is characterised by an easy care performance which permits to create a total look with a natural touch and an
effortless aesthetic.
The Story behind the fibre:
GOTS Linen - The Global Organic Textile Standard GOTS is the most important standard for sustainable production of
garments and natural fibre textile products from organic farming such as organic cotton or organic wool. GOTS certification
applies to textile products, the textile chemicals used, and all manufacturing activities. GOTS criteria measures environmental,
technical quality, toxicity and social impacts. GOTS is backed by independent certification for the entire supply chain.
Certifications:
Linen: GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard)
Shipment ex-mill in two weeks of order placed with surcharge of 30% on base price list. This is offered
being dependant on the availability of Raw White material. For full details please contact our Export Department.
(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

RAFIA
Nm 3700
70% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 30% Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 5

®

FSC C140699

The look: inspired by the hand-crafted world and by the revival of the artisan techniques. Rafia represents a very elegant
interpretation of this eponymous material. Super shiny and beautifully irregular, Rafia creates precious tricks of the light
and reflections.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

ROLLER
Nm 8000
83% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 13% Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 7

®

FSC C140699

The look: carry-over Filpucci stretch viscose, rounded, voluminous and shiny.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

Shipment ex-mill in two weeks of order placed with surcharge of 30% on base price list. This is offered
being dependant on the availability of Raw White material. For full details please contact our Export Department.

SAKURA				
Nm 26000
100% FSC Certified Enka Viscose
Gauge: 16/18

®

FSC C140699

The look: Pure FSC certified viscose, fully sustainable, smooth, feminine and delicate.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

SCILLA-SCILLA WASHABLE
Nm 15000 - 20000
100% FSC Certified Enka Viscose
Gauge: 12

®

FSC C140699

The look: created in 1976 as a high profile pure shiny viscose, it is even today one of the all-time best seller for springsummer collections. Lucid, shiny, beautifully silky.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

Shipment ex-mill in two weeks of order placed with surcharge of 30% on base price list. This is offered
being dependant on the availability of Raw White material. For full details please contact our Export Department.

SHIBORI
Nm 27000
100% FSC Certified Enka Viscose
Gauge: 16/18

®

FSC C140699

The look: pure Fsc certified printed viscose, inspired by traditional and hand-made dyeing techniques, its texture and
surface appears preciously imperfect.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

SIRIO
Nm 33000
92% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 8%
Gauge: 14/18

®

FSC C140699

The look: stretch semi-shiny ultra-thin viscose with a subtle crêpe touch.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.
Shipment ex-mill in two weeks of order placed with surcharge of 30% on base price list. This is offered
being dependant on the availability of Raw White material. For full details please contact our Export Department.

SPRINT
Nm 26000
67% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 33% Recycled Polyester fibre
Gauge: 16/18

®

FSC C140699

The look: FSC certified viscose and recycled polyester, a performative and sustainable alternative, reactive, extremely
compact and resilient. Ideal for modern and easy knitwear blazers.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

SUB
Nm 46000
67% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 33% stretch polyester
Gauge: 16/18

®

FSC C140699

The look: ultra-modern viscose with a second skin effect for high flexibility and smooth garments with second-skin effect
silhouettes.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

SUGHERO
Nm 3000
78% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton, 22% Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 3

Made with 78% Organic Cotton
(GOTS 2017-069)

The look: a yarn that recreates the effect of a tree bark, like a creative and elegant ribbon that is light and luminous and
characterized by a unique cotton embroidery effect.
The Story behind the fibre:
GOTS Cotton - The Global Organic Textile Standard GOTS is the most important standard for sustainable production of
garments and natural fibre textile products from organic farming such as organic cotton or organic wool. GOTS certification
applies to textile products, the textile chemicals used, and all manufacturing activities. GOTS criteria measures environmental,
technical quality, toxicity and social impacts. GOTS is backed by independent certification for the entire supply chain.
Certifications:
Cotton: GOTS Global Organic Textile Standard
(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

TALCO
Nm 34000
83% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 17%

®

FSC C140699

The look: stretch viscose blended with Elité, light, thin and compact for responsive garments characterised by flexibility
and comfort.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.
Shipment ex-mill in two weeks of order placed with surcharge of 30% on base price list. This is offered
being dependant on the availability of Raw White material. For full details please contact our Export Department.

TELA
Nm 2500
70% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton, 30% Lyocell
Gauge: 3

Made with 70% Organic Cotton
(GOTS 2017-069)

The look: rustic cotton ribbon blended with TENCEL™ Lyocell which lends freshness, pliability and sustainability for
chunky, natural and green knitwear.
The Story behind the fibre:
GOTS Cotton - The Global Organic Textile Standard GOTS is the most important standard for sustainable production of
garments and natural fibre textile products from organic farming such as organic cotton or organic wool. GOTS certification
applies to textile products, the textile chemicals used, and all manufacturing activities. GOTS criteria measures environmental,
technical quality, toxicity and social impacts. GOTS is backed by independent certification for the entire supply chain.
Certifications:
Cotton: GOTS Global Organic Textile Standard
(TC): Transaction Certificate (TC) is available upon request before placing the order.

TENAX
Nm 29000
72% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 28% Polyamide fibre
Gauge: 14/16

®

FSC C140699

The look: a new interpretation of a classic stretch yarn by Filpucci, Cipria, revamped in a sustainable way with FSC certified
viscose.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

THUYA-THUYA WASHABLE
Nm 15000-20000
100% FSC Certified Enka Viscose
Gauge: 12

®

FSC C140699

The look: mat, light and fluid viscose, also available in a machine washable version.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.
Shipment ex-mill in two weeks of order placed with surcharge of 30% on base price list. This is offered
being dependant on the availability of Raw White material. For full details please contact our Export Department.

VISCOX
Nm 34000
75% FSC Certified Enka Viscose, 25% Steel
Gauge: 14

®

FSC C140699

The look: shiny fantasy viscose which characterises the garment with a peculiar crumpled effect.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.

VISCRÊPE45 - VISCRÊPE
Nm 45000-30000
100% FSC Certified Enka Viscose
Gauge: 14/18, 14

®

FSC C140699

The look: historic shiny pure viscose, light, silky and fluid

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.
Shipment ex-mill in two weeks of order placed with surcharge of 30% on base price list. This is offered
being dependant on the availability of Raw White material. For full details please contact our Export Department.

VISMAT45 - VISMAT CRÊPE
Nm 45000-30000
100% Enka Viscose
Gauge: 14/18, 14

®

FSC C140699

The look: classic mat viscose, light, fluid and soft.

The Story behind the fibre:
Enka Viscose - ENKA manufactures viscose filament yarns under its own proprietary technology in a complex
manufacturing process. Such yarns consist of multiples of endless single filaments, which are winded on bobbins or
beams at the end of the manufacturing process.
Certifications:
FSC Viscose - Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, not for profit organization
established to set standards for responsible global forest management. FSC Certification confirms that the forest is being
managed in a way that supports a responsible viable economy, preserves stem and benefits the lives of local people and
workers, all while ensuring it sustains economically viability.
Shipment ex-mill in two weeks of order placed with surcharge of 30% on base price list. This is offered
being dependant on the availability of Raw White material. For full details please contact our Export Department.
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